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Introductory notes for students, teachers and anyone interested in 
discovering more about the 7 Fingers UK tour  (Autumn 2021)



INTRODUCTION
Passagers by 7 Fingers celebrates connections and 
adventures, weaving together circus skills, music, 
movement and storytelling in a smart, emotive visual 
spectacle.  Dance Consortium is delighted to present this 
show at six venues in Autumn 2021. Click here for a 
flavour of the show described by critics as an “electric 
show…featuring both acrobatic feats and emotional 
content in an action-packed 90-minute performance.”

These insight notes are designed to help the public, 
students and teachers learn more about the creative 
process for Passagers with background information and 
resources for formal and informal learning. The notes 
can be read alongside the free show programme.

• Clickable links take you to video clips from the show, 
blogs and podcast interviews featuring performers 
and show creator Shana Carroll

• Discussion prompts encourage conversations about 
the show and its themes

• Practical movement creative tasks explore the 
themes in solo and group activities 

These notes are produced by Dance Consortium. Find 
out more about Dance Consortium’s 18 venues across 
the UK and our touring learning and participation 
activities such as workshops, open rehearsals and 
careers in theatre projects at  
www.danceconsortium.com

Get in touch with us at Learning@danceconsortium.com
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Introducing 7 Fingers 
7 Fingers performs contemporary circus of the highest 
quality. Combining choreography and dance with physical 
theatre, dazzling acrobatic skills with multi-media and 
music the award-winning trail-blazing company thrills with 
creativity.

The company was formed in 2002 in the city of Montreal 
which is widely regarded as the home of Canadian 
contemporary circus. Seven artists from the world-
renowned Cirque du Soleil decided to form a new company. 
They wanted to make shows with a distinctive blend of 
energy, skill and emotional connection with its audiences. 

The company name Les 7 Doigts de la Main, translates as 
the 7 Fingers of the Hand – a twist on a French idiom the 
five fingers of the hand used to describe distinct parts 
united tightly, moving in coordination towards one common 
goal. For the company, this refers to their 7 founding 
directors including Shana Carroll, the director of Passagers.  

The company’s ethos is about telling stories and creating 
experiences through theatricality. 7 Fingers worldwide 
successes include Traces which presented to sellout 
audiences in London in 2015. 

7 Fingers have created shows and events which have 
wowed audiences around the world. Globe-trotting 
productions include large theatre and arena shows, 
Broadway musicals, Olympic ceremonies, the Royal Variety 
performance, fashion shows and cruise ship spectacles. 
Every one of these projects carries The 7 Fingers’ 
unequivocal mark -- fusing performance genres and 
exploring new ways to tell stories. 
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7 Fingers artists perform with personality and flair.  

Passagers mixes juggling and floor-based techniques like 
hula hooping, acrobatics and break-taking aerial movement 
on trapeze, silks, aerial hoop, wire and poles. 

The company recruits contemporary circus artists from 

around the world. Half of the Passagers performers are 
Canadian; half have international backgrounds. Their 
training includes groundings in gymnastics, synchronised 

swimming and contemporary dance.  

Find out more about 7 Fingers

• Watch UK audience reactions to Passagers 

• Read dance critic and writer Lyn Gardner’s article 

about 7 Fingers in the Passagers tour programme 

• Visit https://7fingers.com for full information 

about the company

• You can watch clips at 7 Fingers YouTube channel

• Listen to Shana Carroll discuss Passagers and her 

own career as a circus artist on the Hideaway 
Circus Podcast

https://youtu.be/RmrTnUkby54
https://danceconsortium.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/The-7-Fingers-Programme.pdf
https://7fingers.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/doigts/playlists
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-72-shana-carroll-les-7-doigts-co-founder-co/id1107287673?i=1000453459675


Creator’s inspiration and themes 
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Passagers is 90 mins of storytelling which artistic director 
of the show Shana Carroll (pictured left) describes as an 
‘ode to travel’. 

An ode to train travel. To recurring departures, 
anticipatory reunions, fateful encounters in transit. A 
community of strangers with one thing in common: they 
all have somewhere to go. They are joined in suspended 
limbo between two lives, as they leave one and prepare 
for another.

Passagers celebrates connections and adventures, 
weaving together circus skills, music, movement and 
storytelling in a smart, emotive visual spectacle. 
‘Passagers’ translates into English as ’passengers’ or 
‘travellers.’

In the 2018 show description, Carroll described themes of 
”departures versus arrivals, chance versus choice, familiar 
versus foreign, confinement versus border-crossing.”  

Describing the creative and rehearsal process for 
Passagers, artists describe a blend of conversations and 
improvisation tasks which prompted discussion about 
travelling and journeys means for them and for different 
communities. ”We would spend morning sessions telling 
stories about our experiences of travelling; about what 
departure and arrivals mean for different people and 
communities. In the afternoon, we would work physically, 
working together or in our specific disciplines to translate 
the ideas and inspiration into movement."

In 2021, Carroll cites those themes having taken on a 
stronger and more profound meaning as a result of the 
global pandemic. She explains “The very idea of departing 
or arriving, this last year, has felt like a distant pipe dream. 
We longed for the foreign, and the familiar became in 
some ways all too familiar, itself a different sort of daily 
cypher to decode. ‘Border-crossing’ is now wrought with 
fear-inducing risks, regulations and complications. And 
suffice it to say... ‘confinement’ was itself our 
predominant, unifying theme.”

Revisiting Passagers has been an emotional experience for 
Carroll and 7 Fingers. She explains “bringing this show 
back after a year where such concepts and words have 
risen and evolved before our eyes... it takes on a whole 
other dimension I’m not sure I ever could have imagined, 
in its original phase of creation.” 

“Hopefully it will make us nostalgic for those days of 
simple, liberating travel, now with an even deeper 
yearning for the foreign, for a return to rapid movement 
across changing landscapes. But hopefully it will also 
celebrate our reopening, celebrate both the dissolution of 
our confinement and our resilience and wisdom though 
the stasis. Hopefully it will allow us to grieve the loss and 
heartbreak of the year, while holding our hands as 
together we brave the re-entry.”

Shana Carroll is the writer, creator and director of 
Passagers. 

California-born Carroll began her career as a 
trapeze artist. She enjoyed a 20 year career flying 
with Cirque du Soleil before becoming one of the 
seven co-founders of 7 Fingers in 2002. 

Shana is well known for her acrobatic and circus 
choreography. She has won international 
choreography awards. Shana has frequently 
collaborated with Cirque du Soleil, most recently 
as co-director of their first ice show called Crystal.

Carroll describes her inspiration for Passagers and 
the collaborative creative process involving 
performers personal stories and experiences of 
travel in this 7 Fingers blog post

https://blog.7doigts.com/en/index.php/2018/12/04/interview-with-shana-carroll/


Content and movement style
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Passagers is not a story or ‘narrative’ work. Carroll has 
created a show which explores themes around the nature 
of journeys and journeying. 

The original programme note describes a series of 
contrasts as a theme for the show:
Departure vs. transit vs. arrival. Chance vs. choice vs. 
destiny. Stillness vs. acceleration. Reflection vs. 
transparency. Familiar vs. foreign. Private vs. 
public. Confinement vs. border-crossing. Bright headlights 
vs. tunnel-darkness. Past vs. future…

The performance opens with eight performers using their 
breath to create the sound of the locomotive picking up 
speed. Through the course of their journey, they get to 
know each other, sharing their stories and revealing their 
emotional states through a physical language of acrobatics 
and dance. The shifting dynamics throughout the show 
include playfulness and humour during encounters with 
fellow travellers. Urgent farewells in a departure hall, 
exhilarating and heart-stopping tricks, tumbles and 
somersaults. Elegant aerial work on billowing suspended 
silks, duo trapeze and hoop offer a theatricality and 
graceful contrast to the high adrenalin pace of vertical 
pole, trapeze and the climatic gymnastics of the Russian 
cradle at the end of the show.  

Within the carriage, a handclap stops time and a 
performer slips between the frozen passengers, borrows 
their accessories and amusingly changes their positions 
whilst weaving in and through luggage racks.

The movement vocabulary cleverly blends a grounded 
fluidity of contemporary dance with the dexterity, skill and 
playfulness of circus skills. There is strong use of gesture 
to communicate ideas. At times the company dance, roll, 
soar and tumble around the space, finding new ways to 
spin and dance with luggage trolleys and suitcases. At 
other times, they are still or quietly reflective on their 
journeys, rocking gently side to side with the rhythm of 
the train. The action moves to each performers’ particular 
talent while maintaining a theme of journeys – personal 
and physical. Soloists or pairings emerge from group for 
breakout performance segments (aerial work on silks, 
hoop, juggling) then blend back into the company. 

In one scene which creator Carroll describes as a riff on 
‘trying to do something private in public’,  a juggler, 
cramped in train carriage, performs a highly intricate 
routine with humour whilst interacting with fellow 
passengers. 

There is integral interaction with the circus apparatus and 
mirroring of action on stage with the projected backdrop 
of people and landscapes. The show has a rise and fall 
pace conveying both the frantic energy of hurried 
goodbyes and clambering on and off a train at station 
stops with the feelings and thought patterns that 
accompany that sense of looking out a train window with 
a long way to go.

Watch the range of dance, physical theatre and circus styles  
Ø two minute promo film
Ø four minute promofilm

https://youtu.be/a3q90RNh7Vg
https://youtu.be/ek-4TrLg47Y


Design elements
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Set and costumes

The setting takes the audience on a journey alongside the performers. Evocative, travel-
inspired monochrome projection on the back gauze brings the audience inside an imaginary 
train station, forms then deconstructs a train carriage. 

Projected split-flap destination boards scroll through a list of destinations. Glimpses of 
landscapes and moving vistas evoke the rhythm and pace of train travel.  The tall upright 
structures of electricity pylons (pictured left) echo a human column and Russian Cradle 
equipment on stage. Occasional lighting flickers mimic sparks flying from tracks beyond the 
carriage windows. Handheld lights or torches wielded by the performers offer close-ups during 
darker segments. 

A range of moveable set and props - vintage suitcases, chairs and luggage trollies and 
everyday items like hats and coats imaginatively feature to create the settings of a waiting 
room or train carriage. A retro-style microphone on a stand at the front of the stage hosts 
soundbites and songs from performers.

Costumes in earthy simple tones of ubiquitous daywear of travellers – simple shirts or vest tops 
with loose jacket, trousers, skirts or shorts - fit the pedestrian and everyday feel of transit. 

Music and sound design
The atmospheric music design is by Colin Gagne. Featuring upbeat electro swing, dizzying 
fiddle, blues-piano and trumpet which soars alongside the duo trapeze artists in the ‘hand-to-
trap’ section. A moody solo is sung by artist Maude Parent to piano accompaniment. 

The music tracks for the show are on Bandcamp (2021). Some tracks from the original score are 
also linked here on 7 Fingers YouTube channel.  

Performers wearing mics contribute to the soundscape at times with breath-sounds or with 
own spoken stories and observations about travel. Conor Wild, one of the original pole artists 
from the 2018 show, is heard recalling experiences of hearing distant trains and then walking 
along the track as a teenager in rural Buckinghamshire. Director Shana Carroll recorded his 
memories during the creative process. ”I had him tell me the story in the middle of training, and 
I just threw out my iPhone and recorded him. It was genuine and spontaneous, so we integrated 
it into the soundtrack for his pole act.”  

https://les7doigts.bandcamp.com/album/passagers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fv6_bA2B42A&list=OLAK5uy_n6Dgd2hT-VZGA-knz2cWNlBLR4W0a4lQc


Hand-to-trap[eze]
The show features a new technique called ‘hand to trap’ created by Carroll. 

Hand to trap[eze], pictured right, is a whole new acrobatic way of moving between the 
floor and the air. 

The term is a hybrid of hand-to-hand group acrobatics and flying trapeze partner work.  
In hand-to-trap, floor-based performers propel an artist to the trapeze partner above. 
The result is breath-taking, mid-air choreography. In Passagers we see the flyer move 
between intricate and complex at floor level and then propelled in daring catches to the 
porter above on the trapeze. 

Carroll describes the technique in this video. 
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The terminology of circus 
Roles - in the course of a show or training session, one person may adopt multiple roles –
rotating between them
• Flyer – an acrobat working in the air. Propelled or supported by a base or porter(s) who 

manipulate, lift and support their weight

• Porter/catcher - the person or people holding, throwing and catching the ‘flyers’ 

• Acrobatic base – role providing a physical support or stable base for a lift, trick or column

• Spotter - someone outside of the trick ready to notice problems or safety issues

Acrobatic apparatus 
• Tissu or silk – a double piece of hanging fabric, generally made of silk, used for an aerial act

• Russian swing/cradle – giant apparatus in which a catcher or base locks into position in 

order to lift and swing an acrobat flyer

• Static or duo trapeze (see right) – a stationary (not swinging) horizonal bar suspended from 

two roles acting as a base for solo or duo manipulation and tricks.  

• Aerial hoop – a metallic hoop used an alternative to trapeze, usually with contortion moves

• Chinese pole – vertical pole on which performers climb, slide down and hold poses

https://youtu.be/wLW2LQicMEs


Is it dance, is it 
circus, is it theatre? 
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The signature style of 7 Fingers contemporary circus is a 
blend of movement disciplines to create and express emotion 
and storytelling. 

Carroll says of The 7 Fingers, “When we started the company 
we wanted to make work that was a hybrid experience. It’s 
circus, it’s dance, it’s theatre. Passagers is pretty dancey but 
circus is our language. Our specialist numbers - trapeze, high 
wire, aerial silks and hula hooping - are like the monologues 
of traditional theatre, they’re continuing the story. And of 
course we have spoken word and song as well. The show is a 
mash-up of imagery, themes and emotions.”

The movement in Passagers is highly choreographed and 
features elements of grounded contemporary dance, 
alongside precise physical circus skills like juggling and hula 
hoop and breath-taking acrobatic tricks.

7 Fingers challenges the gender roles of circus. In Passagers a 
female base or porter catches in the static trapeze and takes 
the role of base in the human column. The Russian cradle 
features two men.   

Versatility is the watchword of the performers who come 
from a range of backgrounds including gymnastics, 
contemporary dance, parkour and synchronised swimming. 



Meet the artists

Click to hear from artist Brin 
Schoellkopf about growing in up the 

leafy American countryside, training at 
the Canadian National Circus School 

and his love for tightwire.
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Contortion and aerial hoop specialist 
Maude Parent is the girl in the poster! 

Click to hear more about Maude’s 
journey into circus, why she feels like 

she’s in a movie when she’s on stage and 
she listens to comedy podcasts when 

doing her stage make-up!

Sabine van Rensburg was born into a 
circus family in South Africa.  Her 

family runs a circus school and are 
delighted she followed their flying feet 
into circus! Click to learn more about 
Sabine’s circus adventures in aerial 

silks and duo trapeze.

#CIRCUSisME is a series of short videos involving cast and crew members of 
Passagers. You can watch the full series at this link.

https://youtu.be/MA2BN8roXfM
https://youtu.be/ceFUmwZOeuY
https://youtu.be/vCs4yvuXpzw
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLm64B5dLfVe1weewPF9IR3KUg1c7fHHJP


Background: what is modern or  
contemporary circus? 
Circuses have been a popular form of 
entertainment for centuries, although the acts 
have changed greatly through its history. The 
skills of acrobatics, manipulating objects and 
training wild animals date over 5000 years.

Briton Philip Astley is credited as the father of 
the modern circus. In 1768, he fused these 
elements  together. He was a skilled equestrian 
and began performing tricks atop horses, later 
adding acrobats, tightrope walkers, jugglers and 
a clown to his act. Over the centuries, circus 
evolved to include increasingly theatrical and 
jaw-dropping acts. 

A new wave of circus has emerged in the last 50 
years. The popularity of traditional circus 
involving wild animals began to decline, making 
way for a new style of presentation. 
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Classical circus shows feature structured acts, 
traditional showmanship and are performed in circus 
tents. These may include horses and other animals. 
They remain popular with family audiences.  Some in 
Europe still perform in historic circus buildings.

New circus such as Cirque du Soleil takes the skills, 
innovation and dynamic tricks of circus arts to form 
spectacle-style performances. New circus has been 
credited with the revival of the circus tradition. 

Contemporary or modern circus is a style which 
draws on the vocabulary of a blend of movement and 
artistry in circus skills. Theatricality and storytelling is 
key for 7 Fingers which formed with the aim of 
“stripping down the spectacle to its thrilling essence.” 
As Shana Carroll explains “with our shows we’re 
trying to tell stories and show pockets of life.”

More information 
Watch 7 Fingers co-creators Shana Carroll and Gipsy Snider interviewed about 
their approach to making contemporary circus https://youtu.be/dHoF-
GWx_M0

What is contemporary circus? TEDx Talk by Shana Kennedy, US Circus artist 
and school director https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKjkg3gPNlk

https://youtu.be/dHoF-GWx_M0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKjkg3gPNlk


10 discussion points
Passagers is well suited to learners  studying performing arts, dance, circus and drama 
courses including, GCSE, A/AS Level, BTEC, as well as those in Higher Education.

For formal learning, teachers and group leaders may wish to take inspiration from our 10 
points for discussion: 

1. How does the staging/set and lighting evoke travel settings?  

2. Describe how the performers interact with the set and the props?  

3. Were there any distinctive signature or motif movements which caught your eye in the show or 
clip you watched? How do these contribute to the mood or storytelling in Passagers?  

4. In the movement sections what space, levels and pathways do the performers use?                                
Did you notice specific changes in dynamics at any point? 

5. How did the choreographer create moments of theatricality and drama in the show? 

6. Describe two moments of humour in the show.  

7. How did watching Passagers make you feel? 

8. Which section of the show did you enjoy the most? Why? 

9. Artistic Director Shana Carroll said “we wanted to make work that was a hybrid experience. It’s 
circus, it’s dance, it’s theatre. Passagers is pretty dancey but circus is our language.” How is the 
show, in particular the performers way of moving, different from other dance or performance 
companies you have seen? 

10. If you watched the show again, what would you look out for?
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Creative idea: Boxed in - doing something private in public 
Inspiration: In Passagers, characters find themselves in forced interactions and filling time on a long journey in a busy train 

carriage.  One section explores the idea of trying to do something private in public.

WATCH view this 5:42 video entitled ‘Boxed In’ of a juggling section in the train carriage. Performer Sereno Aguilar Izzo 
is seen juggling in Passagers and also in the privacy of home. The film was created during the pandemic as a 
creative response to the confinement created by lockdown. 

LISTEN use the music from the show. 

Solo task 

• Seated in a chair or on a bench, imagine you are in the confined space of a busy train carriage. Create a short series of 
actions or a phrase inspired by every day activities. For example, yawning and stretching, reading a magazine, tying a 
shoelace, getting a phone out of a pocket, checking make-up or a reflection in a hand mirror or even juggling!  Exaggerate 
your gestures so they are clear

• Imagine trying to do these activities in a busy place, surrounded by strangers. How might you feel – self-conscious, 
watched, anonymous, shy?  

• Link the actions together. Stand up. Can you use different levels? If space permits, can your phrase travel and move around 
the imaginary carriage

• Notice how the idea of being observed affects the quality and dynamics of your actions and how you move your limbs

• Add to the dynamics by gently rocking from side to side to evoke or bobbing an isolated head and shoulders to evoke the 
rhythmical motion of a train

• If you have props or circus items like juggling balls include them

• Can you incorporate moments of stillness as you pause to watch imaginary passengers next to you? 

Group task

• Watch the video. Complete the solo task first so each dancer has a short series of actions or movement phrase

• If space permits, arrange some chairs or benches in rows to create your own train carriage.  Or stand without chairs. 
Invite the group to find a seat or space and spend a few minutes recreating their action phrase in their new space

• Ask the group to work together, using the music from the show as a soundtrack, to create a short group sequence which 
uses the setting of the train carriage and the range of action phrases they developed as solos phrases

• Is there common or shared movement material or upper body rocking and leaning to convey jolts or rhythmical movement 
of the train. Can the group create a sequence in which each character presents their actions or sequences

• Invite the group to make the sequence more layered by varying speeds, adding moments of cannon or mirroring
12

https://blog.7doigts.com/en/index.php/2020/09/29/boxed-in-2/
https://youtu.be/1GwzHeG4OSQ


Creative idea  – departures 
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Inspiration: arrivals and departures are a key theme in Passagers. In one scene, a back-packed traveller unravels a length of fabric 
which is hoisted aloft and performs with theatricality and emotion on two lengths of silk. 

WATCH view this 5:53 video entitled ‘Departure’ of aerial artist Sabine Van Rensburg performing an emotionally charged solo 
from the first act of Passagers. 

LISTEN you can use Colin Gagne’s original music from the show for this creative task

Solo task 
• Start by thinking about the concept of departure– saying goodbye to someone, something or a place. What feelings, emotions and 

words does this bring to mind. It might be sadness, loss, worry or it could be excitement, energy and anticipation of something new

• Using the music from the show, start to translate the emotions and words into movement. Improvising for a few minutes or create 
specific actions which can be linked together to create a phrase inspired by what a departure means to you 

• Think about the mood and feeling you want to convey and represent to an audience

• Are there key moments which can be repeated or performed facing different directions? You can use different levels and pathways in 
the space

• Can you incorporate a prop – such as a scarf or piece of material – into your movement phrase

• As you rehearse and refine your solo material think about dynamic energy in your phrase. Does it flow or are there sudden stops or 
pauses? 

Pairs or group task 
• Discuss the concept of departure and leaving. What are people’s ideas – do they differ? Write down some of the words from the 

conversation. Exploring themes through mind maps can be useful in generating ideas before improvisation and creation starts. 

• Complete the solo task first. Working in pairs or a small group, choose two short phrases or moments from each dancer’s solo which 
can be learnt by all and worked into a group section

• Look for opportunities for contact through weight-bearing or manipulation, or moving over, under or around each other

• Can the sequence be more layered by varying speeds, adding moments of unison, cannon, mirroring or counterpoint?

• Informally review what is being created. Giving and reviewing positive comments and constructive feedback helps to enrich 
movement exploration and gives the confidence to discover new movement possibilities. 

https://blog.7doigts.com/en/index.php/2020/09/29/departure-2/
https://youtu.be/kWcdvvV-ISg


Written, directed and choreographed by Shana Carroll
Assisted by Isabelle Chassé

Scenography Ana Cappelluto

Musical Director Colin Gagné

Video Designer Johnny Ranger

Lighting Designer Éric Champoux

Costume Designer Camille Thibault-Bédard

Head Coach Francisco Cruz

Texts Shana Carroll

Text Einstein’s Train Conor Wild

Running time: 90 minutes, no interval

UK tour cast:  Lucas Boutin, Mikæl Bruyère-L’Abbé, Louis Joyal, 
Anna Kichtchenko, Maude Parent, Pablo Pramparo, Samuel 
Renaud,  Sabine Van Rensburg, Marilou Verschelden, 

See the full production credits and artist biographies in the 
Passagers UK tour programme. 

Passagers credits 

https://danceconsortium.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/The-7-Fingers-Programme.pdf


Dance Consortium is a group of 18 large theatres located across the UK. With a shared passion for 
engaging people with contemporary dance from different parts of the world, the theatres work 
together to find dance companies and productions that will excite, challenge, inspire and 
entertain their audiences. Since its formation  in 2000, Dance Consortium has presented 46 tours 
by 26 different companies whose performances and education activities have been experienced 
by hundreds of thousands of people across all parts of the UK.

Dance Consortium’s engagement programmes run alongside tours so audiences can grow their 
knowledge and love of dance. Access to world-class international performers is at the heart of 
what we do. Open rehearsals and talks are a fascinating way to learn about the ideas and hard 
work to bring productions to the stage. Dance Consortium events are led by performers and 
artists from our touring companies. Fun and inclusive open workshops bring theatre foyers to life, 
on-stage masterclasses see the next generation of dancers learning from world-class performers.

Get in touch for more information Fiona.ross@danceconsortium.com

www.danceconsortium.com
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